
Hyper-secure Content Collaboration. 
Simplified.

FileCloud can very quickly create value (with a very low TCO) by 
providing an optimised, ready-to-deploy platform for any On-premise 
and Private Cloud infrastructure – enabling a high degree of security 
and control over your most sensitive content. 



The solution can be deployed On Prem/Private Cloud, but also as a 
fully managed, fully hosted version, on a single-tenant, sandboxed 
environment in the geo-region of your choice on AWS. With NO LIMIT 
on the number of free, external users!

FileCloud Can Help You By:

Transforming your legacy file server & cloud storage infrastructure into a modern, highly-secure 
platform for file sharing and content collaboration. 

Giving remote/hybrid workforces the full office-based experience without a VPN and without 
compromising on security, from anywhere, on any device.

Creating a path to Regulatory Compliance with data protection and privacy frameworks measured in 
days, rather than weeks or months.

Easing the burden and complexity of 
Digital Transformation, Cloud Migration 
and Cloud Security.

Preventing Data Leakage and being 
more resilient to Ransomware attacks. 

Getting away from archaic FTP-
server-based file sharing workarounds. 

Having complete control and visibility 
of Data Residency.
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A modern, highly secure, enterprise-grade File Sharing & Content Collaboration platform;

FileCloud Can Give You the Best of Both Worlds:

WITHOUT any changes to 


existing file server and cloud 


storage infrastructure

AND a familiar, consumer-
oriented, public-cloud Ux that 
drives very fast user adoption

Think of us as "Dropbox On Prem for Enterprise" (without the public cloud Data Residency 
concerns and Shared Resources risks) and you will start to appreciate why our customers have 

given us an NPS score higher than that of Apple!

"FileCloud’s only real competition is a do-it-yourself 
approach, manually gathering together and 
integrating the many and various components that 
the FileCloud platform consists of.”



– Gartner®

FileCloud has more than 3000 customers and 1 million+ worldwide 
(92% of which would recommend us to a friend!)


